**SeismoLatch™ INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Slip the swing thru the eye of the latch arm and lower into the housing as shown.

   Note: these edges of the housing feet should be flush with the cabinet face when mounted.

2. Remove the adhesive backing from the housing feet and install as shown making sure the front edge of the feet of the housing are flush with the cabinet face. Press firmly into place. **Note: Do not install the screws until step 5.**

3. Remove the adhesive backing from the foam block and gently slip the block onto the face of the housing in contact at the top where shown.

4. Close and open the cabinet door; the foam block will transfer to the back side of the door. Remove the adhesive backing from the catch and mount as shown. **Note: Remove the foam for use in aligning the next latch.**

   Note: If the head of a cabinet handle screw interferes with mounting the catch, gently remove the housing and repeat steps 2 thru 4 but mount the housing a little towards the door hinge.

5. Proceed to secure the housing and latch with the screws provided. There are extra screws in case you lose a couple.

   **IMPORTANT!** The adhesives are there only to aid installation, so be sure to install the screws for the housing and catch.

6. Set the latch by swinging the latch arm up and into the housing until it is standing straight up in a perpendicular position, as shown.

**PARTS**

- Housing
- Swing
- Catch
- Latch Arm
- Foam Alignment Block

Each latch has 4 parts and each kit also contains a foam alignment block and screws.

**WARRANTY AND DISCLAIMER:** SeismoLatch™ is sold under this warranty and disclaimer:

**WARRANTY:** Manufacturer warrants all parts to be in good working condition for a period of One Year providing maintenance and installation was done properly per the installation instructions.

**DISCLAIMER:** The user shall determine the suitability of the product for the intended use and shall assume all risk and liability in connection therewith; this will include all items sold or distributed by SAFE-T-PROOF (STP). User is required to read all instructions and follow the manufacturer’s guidelines. STP cannot accept any responsibility for bodily injuries and/or property damage that may occur during the use of its products. In addition, STP cannot be responsible for any injuries or damage that result from a natural disaster or any act of God. STP accepts no responsibility for improper installation of its products.

For more information on preparedness products and services, visit our website at www.safe-t-proof.com or call us toll-free at 800-377-8888